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ABSTRACT: Interest in the new typology of the skyscraper developed in Italy during the early nineteenth century, following its widespread diffusion in the United States. While Italy was witness to some interesting experiments at the time, it was necessary to await the second post-war period to observe the development of skyscrapers in Italian cities. While not as widespread in Italy as overseas, this new typology nonetheless
contributed to modifying the urban skyline. This essay, focused primarily on the first skyscrapers built in Rome
between the 1950s and the early 1960s, is interested in this period of construction in Italy, when the office building was seen as an opportunity for innovation and technological experimentation while simultaneously maintaining, at least in the earliest examples, standard practices of construction and more monumental traditions.

SUGGESTIONS FROM AMERICA
At the beginning of the 20th century G. Giovannoni, who only a few years later would become one of the protagonists of architectural culture in Italy, began to define the state of construction of skyscrapers in North
America by presenting articles published and edited by largely foreign authors, together with one of his texts
from 1903 (Giovannoni 1906). The topic, considered to be of great interest for the audacity of the structures,
their exasperated vertical dimensions and the speed with which these buildings spread across the United
States, was examined by focusing particular attention on technical aspects; the author identified the prevalence of the steel skeleton, simple connections, rapid erection and increased control during construction.
However, what most struck the author was not so much the methods of calculating the load-bearing structures
that – he maintained – remained standard, or the modernisation of building methods, but the autonomy of the
walls, which grew thinner and thinner, freed entirely from the role of supporting loads. This was accompanied
by the study of new details and a new approach to the organisation of the construction site, which required
the preparation of the building’s various elements and the careful planning of the works. Giovannoni also
captured the progressive introduction of prefabricated components and dry connections, the reduced presence of scaffolding resulting from the reduced size of construction sites and the possibility of installing the thin
façade panels from the interior of the structure under construction, as well as the potential offered by derrick
cranes, lifted from one floor to another during construction, overcoming the limits of a standard tower crane.
In short, skyscrapers, modified the traditional conception of architecture, exasperating the vertical dimension
of building and leading to radical changes on the construction site. This process led to the gradual substitution
of Italian labourers, typically specialised in masonry construction, with Irish workers, also skilled in the arts of masonry and with a more mechanical know-how.
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The attention focused on this new overseas building phenomenon, and its more widespread understanding
through publications in specialised Italian magazines, never turned Italy into a country of skyscrapers, though it
did contribute to stimulating a line of research focused on achieving ever taller buildings, with the American
skyscraper maintaining its position as the primary point of reference. Interest in this new typology of building
was confirmed in 1922 by the international competition for the new home of the Chicago Tribune; of the 263
projects submitted, no less than 9 were designed by Italian architects, delineating an inventive repertory of historicist solutions focused on defining a new type of ‘tall’ building that remains unmistakably Italian. This visionary trend, what is more favoured by the competition that called exclusively for the presentation of two elevations and a perspective, continued to interest those architects who pursued this theme. Many were simple
exercises in style and part of a utopian dimension, where technological correctness or distributive and functional aspects were secondary to typological innovation and a break with tradition, often with a clear focus
on graphic representation, in many cases the only evidence of the project. For interpretations more closely related to the possibilities of construction – even if they were also destined to remain on paper – we must move
forward to 1934-35 and the collaboration between two architects – C. Daneri and G. Fiorini – developed for a
private and illuminated client. Both independently developed a building model based on a steel skeleton;
while Daneri, in Badoni and Lecco, based his projects on a conventional beam and column system, revising
the finishing elements of the building’s materials, Fiorini, in the design of the Savigliano Workshop in Turin, experimented with a more original “tensile structure” that, in an evocation of Futurist poetics, he had been exploring since 1927 (Zorgno 1988, D’Orazio 2008).
By the 1930s the skyscraper was so widespread overseas that Marcello Piacentini, another undisputed protagonist of Italian architecture and one of the first to both approach the theme of tall buildings and build one
stated that “American architecture is worthy above all for its skyscrapers” and shortly after asked “Where will
we end up at this pace? What other heights does the world have in store for us?” (Piacentini 1930). It is precisely at this time that we begin to see sporadic examples of skyscrapers in Italy; though it never arrived at the
extreme, paradoxical and so typically American results, the skyscraper nevertheless became the emblem of
modernity and a tool of corporate propaganda, in addition to the field – in particular the office tower skyscraper – of widespread experimentation in building and technological and architectural innovation.
THE SKYSCRAPER IN ROME
By the early 1940s a number of Italian cities had enriched their skylines with the isolated outlines of tall buildings, though it was undoubtedly the inauguration in 1955 of the L. Mattioni Skyscraper in Milan that marked the
true beginning of the Italian period; a period that would quickly lead to the highly original Velasca Tower
(1950-57) and the exceptional Pirelli Tower (1955-59). However, the Capital would have to await the development of one of its peripheries – the EUR – prior to boasting its own skyscrapers. Originally designed for the 1942
Universal Exposition, this area was later converted into a business park after the Expo building programme was
interrupted by the War. It was within this spectral scenario of modern ruins that, during the second half of the
1950s, Rome developed its first skyscrapers, the tallest of which reached a vertiginous height of 73 metres
above grade: designed as office towers, each of the examples discussed here are different one from the
other and each, in its own way, while not achieving the spectacular results seen in Milan, testifies to the slow
process of transforming building practices, which maintain their ties with Italian traditions. New systems of construction and innovative concepts slowly filter into the consolidated reality of construction sites and, while they
have an effect on the architectural image, they do not substantially modify building processes, nor do they intervene, if not sporadically, in the development of load-bearing structures in materials other than reinforced
concrete. Unlike that which was taking place in the United States, where reinforced concrete structures were
built using avant-garde systems, such as reusable formwork, that truly affected on site procedures, Italy continued to maintain the traditional methods of in situ casting, associated above all with the use of steel formwork.
The office programme, combined with the vertical typology, constitutes, in any case, an opportunity for renewal that is concentrated, above all, on the study of entirely new structural configurations, the codification of
alternative functional models, the use of new façade systems, the design of new building systems and the
choice of more suitable resolutions to construction issues generated by these reciprocal conditions.
The buildings examined in this essay are the Italia Tower, designed by L. Mattioni and structurally engineered
by F. Piro. The tower is part of a larger complex begun in 1953, though the idea to build a skyscraper came
later. The Ministry of Finance complex, designed by C. Ligini, V. Cafiero, G. Marinucci and R. Venturi, together
with the structural engineer A. Passaro. The complex is composed of five buildings, three of which are towers.
Finally, we will look at the ENI Headquarters designed by M. Bacigalupo and U. Ratti, in collaboration with the
structural engineers L. Finzi and E. Nova. Each of these projects is located in an important part of this new Roman neighbourhood, creating an entirely Italian condition: the buildings develop a particular relationship with
their urban context, becoming a monumental emergence, a landmark and perspectival vanishing point in the
horizontal city. All of the buildings examined here were completed by the year 1962.
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The Reinforced Concrete Skyscraper
This is the same title of the publication by V. Erosciuchi presented in Italy in 1954 that contains examples of the
methods used to calculate multi-storey structures and, as such, it was no novelty. While the examples illustrated
in this small manual refer to a 12-storey residential skyscraper, its importance here is tied to the specific nature
of the topic explored, testifying to an interest in an issue that was considered valuable enough to become the
subject of a publication. What can be read between the lines in this text, focused primarily on calculations,
are a number of observations that highlight the primary differences with respect to American examples,
above all the origins and identifying characteristics of Italian construction. Unlike overseas models, Italy
tended to favour the use of reinforced concrete. While this process requires lengthier construction times, it remains accessible to all contractors and reinforces the Italian custom of changing a project during construction: in many cases – the author tell us – the finishes were decided upon only during the final stages of construction; there is also a scarce interest in the standardisation of windows, doors and façade panels and
“designers can use any module that they wish” (Erosciuchi, 1954). What is more, the organisation of the construction site follows traditional rhythms and does not assume the tight scheduling that, from the moment of
purchasing materials to their installation, contributes to reducing the schedule of construction in America. The
few skyscrapers built in Italy after the early 1950s were, in reality, luxurious tall apartment buildings, points of observation in the city and spaces from which to appreciate new panoramas: their programme was essentially
residential, and their techniques of construction did not differ from standard practices of infill masonry; the architectural image, while characterized by the structure, conserved a classical and monumental appearance,
favoured here by their non-standard height. The buildings that were most inspired by American models, such
as that in Milan, feature facades with ample glazing independent of the structure, considered for many years
to be the manifesto of modern technique (Alfonsi, Zucconi 1985, p. 42).
With the diffusion of new, prefabricated, continuous façade systems, reserved primarily for office buildings, architects were forced to investigate a different organisation, a greater level of definition and a more active
collaboration with industries, while builders had to face up to entirely new operative issues. The efforts made
by both were concentrated primarily on the attempt to unite methods used overseas for perimeter closure
with conventional Italian building techniques for load-bearing structures (Valtolina, 1953).
Construction of the Italia skyscraper began in 1957, the first office building in the EUR that, thanks to a change
to the original project, was raised to 67 meters in height. The tower occupies a central position in the
neighbourhood, on the raised side of a large plaza crossed by a primary road axis. Unlike previous skyscrapers,
the building privileges a central plan more suitable to residential programmes. It is also in line with new orientations that see a long, narrow volume with no internal courtyards as the best solution to proper illumination and
a more flexible model of distribution; the floor plate measures 70x22 metres, with a height of 21 metres. The stair
blocks and elevators are located on the back façade in order to avoid interrupting the continuity of the main
façade overlooking the plaza. The reinforced concrete structure favours a conventional sequence of beams
and close-set columns that define the structural frame, based on a 4x7 meter grid with a total of 13 bays in the
longitudinal direction with a span of 4 metres. The perimeter columns measure 60x60 cm and the internal columns 100x60 cm. The reaction to horizontal forces is managed by 70 cm thick masonry piers set at the corners
of the plan and by another two double-T piers that define the elevator shafts and stairwells. The floor beams
are flush with the slab in order to reduce the need for wooden formwork and simplify pouring, in addition to
increasing the flexibility of the layout, significantly compromised here by the presence of cumbersome supports. The site-poured slabs are of the Stimip type: running in a single direction and composed of ‘L’ shaped
hollow masonry blocks that create a space for the framing beams. 5 cm thick hollow clay blocks are set
above and below the floor beams, creating an airspace that increases the thermo-acoustic insulating properties of the floor slab. The upper block is marked with deep cuts that, filled during pouring, create a mixed slab
of masonry and concrete, where the former assists in the overall resistance of the slab. Employed in Italy since
the 1930s, the Stimip is also valued for the reduced use of steel and concrete.

Figure 1: Italia Tower, ground floor plan
The final version of the facades, confirming the lengthy period of definition of the project, was achieved when
the building was already in an advanced state of construction. A change was approved in April 1960, while
the structure was approved during November of the same year (MRA). In fact, since the early studies the concrete skeleton represented an element of the overall composition; after the first hypotheses in which the struc-
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ture vertically defined the façade and marked the edges of the modern prefabricated panels, the definitive
solution exposes the structural frame only on the first three floors, clad with sheets of perlino marble (MA). The
marked rhythm of the columns, other than reducing the weight of the lower floors, also reveals the important
value of the urban context as a design parameter: the stone cladding and the spacing between the columns
re-proposes the same column and beam system of the porticoes of the museum structures (that complete the
classical intonation of the magniloquent building programme for the E’42) adjacent to the skyscraper and
overlooking the same plaza. A radical and brusque change in form and materials is to be found in the upper
part of the façade, resolved with a modern continuous façade composed of glazed parapet panels and
aluminium windows that hide the structure. A 50 cm projection separates the facades from the structure behind, ensuring its autonomy and contributing to the manifestation of a modern solution (EA). The projection is
bridged by steel brackets anchored to the faced of the slab that runs flush with the columns. An unusual brisesoleil in vertically sliding folded steel can be manoeuvred from inside, completing the design of the facades
and exasperating its innovative vocation.

Figures 2, 3: Italia Tower, view of the main facade and vertical section of the curtain wall (detail)
A decidedly more modern language distinguishes the five Finance buildings whose construction began in
1958. Given their particular location, these skyscrapers were, for a short period of time, a visual reference for
those entering or leaving the city from the south. Demolition of the complex began in August 2008, with the result that the city is losing one of its most successful and rigorous examples of modern architecture. The three
sharply defined 17-storey prisms once stood 70 metres tall, acting as focal points along the same road overlooked by the Italia tower. However, with respect to the latter, they are shifted towards the margins of the
neighbourhood, a condition that liberated the designers from any attempt at synthesis with the existing urban
elements, leaving them free to tie their architecture to more international experiences. The design approach
reveals an attention towards the standardisation of building elements: each of the buildings is designed with a
regular grid, based on an unusual module of 1.37 m that defines the architectural and structural organisation
and the general layout. Two of the three towers are identical, though set in different directions.

Figure 4: Finance complex, plans of the typical levels of the towers
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The plan is a tight rectangle that measures 38.63x13.92 metres, with stairwells placed asymmetrically in one half
of the plan and set to one side; the plan of the third tower measures 30.64x27.63 m; a central courtyard features stairwells at both ends. In structural terms there are a number of elements that unite these buildings with
the previous tower: the site poured reinforced concrete skeleton and the use of Stimip floor slabs that, in this
case, employ overlapping reinforcement. However, the structural system is of a more modern character: a series of piers, each 4 m in length and 60 cm in thickness, gradually reduced as they move upwards, are set orthogonally to the direction of the minor moment of inertia, simultaneously acting as load-bearing elements
and wind bracing. The system, particularly suitable to narrow rectangular structures, was used for the first time
in the Executive House in Chicago (designed by Milton M. Schwartz and completed in 1957), precisely to resolve issues of wind bracing in tall buildings. This system was also used in Italy during the same years in the
Galfa tower in Milan (by M. Bega, A. Danusso and others, 1956-59), while a genial variation is to be found in
the Pirelli tower. In the Finance towers, the piers are set back from the perimeter by 1.37 metres, creating a
continuous cantilever of the floor slabs; the piers are set parallel to the short sides of the twin towers, which
have a more markedly narrow plan, at 8.22 m on centre; in the other tower they are set along the two orthogonal axes at 8.22 m and 5.40 m on centre respectively, giving the structural skeleton a similar behaviour in
both directions. This tower also features columns around the perimeter of the interior courtyard. Notwithstanding the significant spans, the beams are flush with the slabs, offering evident advantages in terms of construction and function, made possible by the use of steel formwork for the pouring of the piers.
Of particular interest is the resolution of the facades: the curtain wall (unfortunately modified during the 1980s),
once again with a module of 1.37 m, is marked by a rhythm of steel supports; the surface is continuous on all
sides, subverting the traditional hierarchical distinction between main and secondary façades and hiding the
shafts for vertical connections behind the module. The reinforcement frames the prefabricated sandwich
panels used for the parapets, (… cm thick), composed of alternating layers of 4 mm plywood and polyurethane, with front and back panels in aluminium. Identical from the bottom to the top, the curtain wall creates
a façade that is theoretically infinite, marked only by the alternation of strips of aluminium and glass. On the
contrary, however, it is circumscribed in technological terms by a few options focused on the simplification
and rationalisation of the building elements.

Figure 5: View of Finance complex
The reinforced concrete frame disappears behind the homogenous serial repetition of the facades, anchored
to the edge of the cantilevered slabs. At the base of the grammatical reduction that distinguishes the Finance
complex there is an idea of modernising technology and architecture that is sensitive to the linguistic repertory
of the International Style and, above all, to the lessons of Mies (a clear reference to the Commonwealth
Promenade Apartment in Chicago from 1957 that, at 28 stories, was the tallest reinforced concrete building in
the world at the time).
The ENI Skyscraper and the Use of Steel
The spectacular backdrop of the Roman headquarters of ENI, located at the end of the artificial lake in the
EUR, makes this glass prism particularly fascinating. An explicitly innovative concept, opportune for manifesting
the modernity of this Italian oil company and the role it was beginning to play at the national and international
level, lies at the base of this project, rendered explicit not only in the architectural definition of the building, but
also in the modernisation of building technologies. The steel structure and the elegant pattern of the glass curtain wall are the main technical elements used by the designers to set the building apart from the generic
modernity of the other new buildings in the neighbourhood. The idea of modernisation is clearly reflected in
the final result: the building was the largest of its kind with a steel structure in Italy, boasting the largest entirely
glazed surface in the country.
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The adoption of a steel structure was motivated by a number of fundamental considerations: the swampy and
clayey nature of the earth and the necessity of reducing the loads on the foundations; the possibility of creating large spans with reduced beam depths; the advantage of incorporating ductwork in the slabs and walls;
the speed of construction and, not lastly, the company’s building standards and its trusted designers, who had
already experimented with a steel office building in Milan.
In Italy, and above all in Rome, the use of steel continued to be considered experimental, a condition inherited from the 1930s, when a strong campaign of propaganda attempted to contrast its marginality and present it as an alternative to masonry and reinforced concrete. University teaching, scientific publications, the efforts of producers and manufacturers, who were generally entrusted with the development of structural
projects, and a few sporadic applications undoubtedly contributed to consolidating technical culture of building with steel, though without managing to develop an ample consensus among designers. Autarchic conditions further accentuated the detachment between theory and professional practice, limiting the development of steel construction. Its widespread use also requires a proximity to factories that produce the primary
materials and prefabricated elements in order to reduce transportation costs, in addition to requiring skilled
labour for installation and finishing. Since the early 1960s these conditions could be found almost exclusively in
Northern Italy; in Central Italy, the production of the steel factories in Terni was focused on serving strategic
sectors and it was only in the 1950s that they began producing initially for civil works and, some time later, for
the building industry. Even the Manuale dell’architetto, a publication that was used to educate an entire generation of post-war architects, contributing more than any other text to defining the culture of design in Italy,
made no room for steel construction: up until the second edition, printed in 1953, the Manuale included only
one already obsolete steel truss with riveted joints, connected to a reinforced concrete ring beam set atop
solid masonry. Arc welding was already widespread at the time and its advantages were presented by ???
Molteni in 1933 in issue n.69 of Casabella. Steel had already been called for by Fiorini in his skyscraper, presented in 1934 in the Savigliano publications (D’Orazio 2008); it was only in the third edition of the Manuale,
published in 1962, that a larger section was dedicated to steel carpentry for industrial sheds and an 8 storey
building, with spans of less than 4 m. With the diffusion of the curtain wall the technological innovation of steel
structures was accompanied by an innovation of the architectural image, though very often centred only on
different versions of the same prefabricated façade panel. In the 1950s, few cultural and professional entities
pursued the promotion of steel: the limited number of Italian buildings, compared to a significant number of
foreign examples, presented in specialised magazines do not highlight, in general, the characteristic capable
of justifying the use of steel: these buildings are denoted more for their exhibition of new technologies than for
taking advantage of the mechanical properties of this material, notoriously efficient for the construction of
very tall structures. The speed of construction made possible by steel carpentry is often negated by an organisation of the job site inherited from a rational operative structure, characterised by unskilled labour and slow
rhythms. The ENI construction site, for example, opened in 1960 and, thanks to the extensive use of industrial
components and steel formwork for the concrete walls and floor slabs, it should have been completed rapidly.
However, in 1962, when employees moved into the new building, many of the finishes were still incomplete.

Figure 6: ENI Headquarters under construction
The ENI building is 21 stories above grade, with a total height of 73 m. The rectangular plan, which measures
87x16 m, is marked on the perimeter by the slender steel columns of the load-bearing structure, set at 7.2 m on
centre and covering the entire transversal span with no intermediate supports. The double T beams are composed of site welded steel plates. The resistance to vertical and horizontal forces is handled entirely by the
steel skeleton (tender contract, EHA). The horizontal forces are supported by an element composed of two
steel truss walls, set at the sides of the stairwell, connected to truss beams cast into the thickness of the floor
slab. The stairwells are set at the ends of the plan, and run inside 25 cm thick reinforced concrete shafts that
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envelop the steel members, while the bank of elevators is set in the centre of the plan, in order not to interfere
with the facades. The floor slabs are constructed using beams set at 2.4 m on centre, with a 10 cm thick concrete slab, reinforced with welded wire mesh. The steel formwork used for the slabs was specially designed by
ENI technicians and allowed for the pouring of one slab every 7 days (Finzi, Nova, 1962).
The curtain wall used on the main facades is composed of opaque (parapet) and transparent vertical panels.
It is constructed entirely of aluminium load-bearing elements and frames. The modernity of the façade is accentuated by the dry and subtle pattern of the steel frame and the co-planarity of the glazed surfaces, which
exalts the crystalline form. Technological advancement is determined by two different factors: the façade
supports are connected to the concrete slab using a new type of joint, the Bauer profile. The profile is cast into
the face of the slab and allows for the movement of the frame in all directions, ensuring the necessary elasticity of the joint. The glass is not operable (an absolute novelty in such a temperate climate as that of Rome)
and thus air changes are entrusted to an air-conditioning system; finally, the panels are installed from the inside, without the need for any exterior scaffolding. The utilization of the Bauer profile, notwithstanding its widespread use abroad, and in Italy for the Pirelli tower, continued to represent an experimental approach, in particular given the vast quantity of glazed surfaces of the ENI building (6,350 m2 per façade). Numerous issues
had to be dealt with during construction and later, during the use of building, including: the difficulty of installing the glazing from the inside due to the imprecise positioning of the Bauer profiles during the concrete pour;
inconveniences related to the storage of the glass panels and the inadequate sealing of the panels themselves, which later led to diffuse water infiltration (Mornati 2005).

Figures 7, 8: ENI Headquarters: floor slab construction and view of the building during completion
CONCLUSIONS
The necessity of rationalising building techniques and the push, later suffocated, towards the industrialization
of the construction site and towards a more logical organisation of work processes are at the base of the experimental trends that characterised Italian construction in the 1950s. The efforts towards modernisation, which
bore greater fruits in other European countries, in Italy only managed to highlight the persistence of traditional
methods of building and manifest the scarce participation of many smaller businesses, anchored to ordinary
building practices, in a general process of renewal that emerged, above all in Northern Italy. This stagnation
was assisted by one of the most important building initiatives in the post-war period in the field of residential
construction, the so-called Piano Ina Casa: spanning from 1949 to 1963, the plan, based on the technological
resources available to the majority of Italian builders (an average between Northern and Southern Italy) and
the necessity of continuing to ensure the role of the construction industry as a national economic motor, programmatically promoted the use of traditional building systems, limiting innovation to the unification of factory
produced elements. While greater levels of innovation were to be found, on the other hand, in the tertiary sector and infrastructure, the revision of conventional building practices in more attractive works of architecture,
such as office towers, took place primarily in the north, in particular in Milan, a city that was able to take advantage of the presence of industrial companies who supported and encouraged innovation. The Capital,
less contaminated by the myth of industrialisation, experienced the push of modernity with greater hesitation,
something that is reflected in the heterogeneity of the architectural results. At the same time it confirms, once
again, the oxymoron of the overlapping of conservation and innovation that defines the primary approach to
building in Italy. The prevalence of site-poured reinforced concrete structures, the consequent centrality of the
construction site as the expression of processes carried out primarily on-site, using largely unskilled labour, represent the invariables of a method of building that was consolidated in the period between the two World
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Wars, and which continued to dominate in the 1950s. The buildings discussed in this text express, in a paradigmatic manner, the transition from a dimension of construction that had not yet evolved into an alternative to
traditional building to a prudent valorisation of serial production and the use of industrialised components, as
demonstrated in the generalised use of the curtain wall – the true icon of Modernism – and, limited to the ENI
headquarters, the use of a steel structure.
With the Italia tower, the modernisation of the layout, the inauguration of a new typology and a modern solution to the façade do not alter the traditional organisation of the building, nor do they intervene, if not marginally, in the choice of building techniques, which remain conventional: the close spacing of the columns
and the absence of cantilevered floor slabs (a scheme that recalls an autarchic habit, however an autarchy
that had become involuntary and without reason) define the static organism in which the only attention paid
to the rationalisation of the building process is to be found in the presence of flush floor beams; something that
allowed for the control of the costs of traditional wooden formwork used for the 67 meter high building. The
close set columns, as mentioned, recall the column and beam system of nearby buildings, attesting to the desire to insert the project within its urban context and, together with the extravagant sloping roof that houses the
technical spaces, re-propose the classical tripartite division of the historical building, reiterating, perhaps for
the last time, a continuity with the past that is one of the distinctive traits of Italian modernism (Poretti 2007). Finally, the lightweight façade in steel and glass, entrusted with the message of a renewed architectural language, appears to be weighted down by the extravagant brise-soleil that, paradoxically, creates the heavy
feeling of a masonry wall.
In the Finance towers, more peripheral with respect to the monumental heart of the neighbourhood, the
theme of the relationship with the urban context takes a back seat to the strong emergence of an entirely
new architectural language. Even within the tradition of site poured reinforced concrete, in this case using
steel formwork, the design exalts the figurative value of modern technique. The almost maniacal iteration of
the geometric module and the prefabricated building component, made possible by the setback position of
the thin piers and their subsidiary role in the definition of the overall image, alludes to an infinite growth, legitimising a different approach to design and the beauty of the industrial production of building; what is more,
the unusual replication of the towers devalues the traditional idea of the building as a unique, handmade and
unrepeatable example, sanctioning, on the contrary, its reproducibility.
Intentionally unrepeatable, for reasons related to corporate image, even if all of the premises exist, is the ENI
tower. The choice to use a steel structure and the abstract graphic motif of the façade, while they offer an
advanced architectural expression and represent the evolution of technique, also reveal, in the practices of
building, the presence of a craft-based component that continues to characterise the Italian construction site.
The difficulty of installing the anchoring profiles, the in-situ definition of non-standard nodes, the difficult correlation between the steel members and the air conditioning shafts, the on-site assembly of the parapet panels
and delays in the supply of building materials are just some of the elements that negated the rigid schedule
that normally accompanies the use of a steel structure, testifying to an operative and cultural divide between
the different contractors involved in the construction process. Traditional building procedures remain an integral part of a particular way of building that, while it evolved towards increased levels of prefabrication, was
unable to express the potential of a building that aspired to reduce itself to simple operations of assembly, delineating instead an intermediate phase of craft-based industrialisation.
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